
Terra (UST), one of the largest algorithmic stablecoins by market cap, lost its peg in

dramatic fashion on Monday. This was in tandem with losses across crypto assets

that have outpaced those of other risk assets. The stablecoin’s governance token

LUNA now trades near $1, down from $87 on Monday as a result of the depegging,

and its founders have announced the sale of a $1.5B long BTC position built up at

the end of March in order to recover the stablecoins peg.
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TERRA-FYING DE-PEG

The factors behind LUNA’s price drop are two-fold. The first is the obvious result of

such a dramatic failure in the stated aim of the project. An extreme loss in investor

confidence in the governance system of the underlying protocol means that the

governance token becomes much, much less attractive. The second is far more

concerning, and has far-reaching implications for the stability algorithm employed

by Terra that is endemic to many more stablecoins in the DeFi ecosystem.

Terra’s algorithm aims to maintain its peg via an arbitrage protocol against a free-

floating governance token called LUNA. When UST drops below its peg,

arbitrageurs are able to buy a UST token for less than $1, exchange it for $1 of LUNA

that they can sell in the market for an instant profit. When UST is above its peg,

arbitrageurs can perform the converse action and sell each token of UST for more

than the $1 they paid for it. In this way the price volatility in UST is transferred to

LUNA instead. When UST is too low, it is dragged back up to $1 at the expense of

LUNA. When UST is too high, it is brought back down to $1 to the benefit of LUNA

holders.

This system relies on the fact that LUNA is worth something at all. If LUNA falls to

zero at the same time that UST is below its peg, there is no arbitrage profit

available by selling LUNA, and so no reason to buy UST and drive its price back up.

The system is designed to transfer UST's losses to LUNA, a task it has done

successfully in the last three days.

Figure 1 The price of Terra (UST) against the US dollar on Coinbase. 



In fact, it has done this so successfully that the value of LUNA is now in real danger

of falling to zero. To protect against this, backers of the protocol pledged $1.5B in

BTC loans to OTC desks so that they can buy LUNA and prop its price up. This

allows investors in the protocol to buy LUNA at half its spot price. The tokens they

buy would then be subjected to a one year lock-up so that investors cannot simply

sell them at a 2x profit in the spot market.
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Figure 2 The price of LUNA (grey) and BTC (blue) against the US dollar on Binance. 

This means that the losses in LUNA have now been passed along to BTC, and that

LUNA is now effectively backed by the value of BTC. The only issue is that BTC is

now in free fall too, either because of or in addition to the losses it is ultimately

absorbing from the depegging of UST. But unlike LUNA, BTC cannot be propped

up by forwarding the losses on to another coin. This highlights the key vulnerability

of algorithmic stablecoins of this design: a peg to the dollar without having the

dollars to back that peg is inherently vulnerable to attack.

Whilst possible peer-to-peer and OTC, smaller-cap digital assets are not easily

shorted. Large centralised exchanges do not offer this to retail clients, meaning

that institutions that look to short-sell these assets in large volumes must source

that liquidity in more creative ways. By effectively backing it with BTC, LUNA’s

founders have opened the door to a synthetic short trade on it and the stablecoin

that it backs.

Traders who are short BTC may just be taking advantage of the vulnerability in the

system to help their original trade and drive BTC lower. Instead of selling short all

of the BTC they initially borrowed, they can instead use it to buy UST. As their

aggressive selling of BTC brings down its previously stagnant price, traders sell the

UST they hold in exchange for a cheaper BTC. This drags the price of UST below its

peg. This is not unusual, as that is what the arbitrage system is designed to deal

with.



But this selling happened in such volume that founder Do Kwon was forced to

announce the deployment of $1.5B in BTC and USD in order to buy LUNA and prop

up its falling price. This in turn was used to defend the peg of UST at the expense

of driving BTC further down - the ultimate goal of the short traders. Therefore it is

unlikely that this was a targeted attack on the peg of UST to the dollar. Rather it

appears to be an opportunistic (and incredibly lucrative) move for a trader who is

already short BTC, a trade that makes sense given the high prices of out-the-money

puts and falling risk asset prices in the current economic climate.
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